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Schools out– take action!
Hello, everyone, and welcome to our first ever young peoples newsletter!
School holidays are usually Social Action takeover at New Heights, however
due to the current situation we have had to temporarily put these sessions on
hold. BUT…...we will not be beaten! If Social Action can’t come to us, we will
come to our young people!
Over the next few weeks we will be bringing you a weekly newsletter packed
full of information, brain teasers, crafts and challenges.
This week’s challenge……...Milk Carton Elephant Elmer!
Are you creative enough?!!

What you will need:







1 (or more) empty and clean plastic milk carton
scissors
brightly coloured tissue paper cut into equal size
and shape squares
PVA/ white glue and brushes
white card
black pen

How to make:
Stand the milk carton up and draw a line around
the milk carton, starting under the handle.
 Cut along this line and dispose of the bottom of
the milk carton.
 Draw two semi circles on each side, a square under the handle and a V shape into the back (for a
tail).
 Cut our the semi circles, square and V shape.
You now have a trunk, four legs and a tail.
 Cut up pieces of coloured paper, newspaper or
magazines into small squares.
 Cover the milk catton on the paper squares,
using glue to attach.
 Once dry, draw on two eyes to complete your
elephant. You can add ears if you wish!


New Heights
This week’s Brainteaser….
Can you find the ballerina?!

Wise words and amazing images from
the super talented Gruffalo author, Julia
Donaldson and illustrator Axel Scheffler.
The author and artist have re-wrote and
re-illustrated some of the verses from
their most loved books to reflect the
Covid-19 social distancing
requirements. We will share a different
image every week in our newsletters.
Enjoy!
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